The following is to ensure that vendors have complete information prior to submitting a proposal. Here are some clarifications regarding the proposal for Pick-Up, Transportation, and Disposal of Hazardous Waste.

Questions and/or statements of clarification are in **bold** font, and answers to specific questions are *italicized*.

1. **Please clarify the Freon in item number 3 of the Pricing Sheet. Is it in cylinders? If so, can we price by cylinder size?**
   
   *Answer: Yes, it is in cylinders. No, do not price by the cylinder. We prefer pricing by the drum.*

2. **Would it be permissible to add additional lines under a waste stream for different disposal technologies?**

   *Answer: Yes, as long as the technology types are listed.*

3. **Is this contract subject to prevailing wage?**

   *Answer: No.*

4. **Can we also obtain a copy of the current contract including the pricing sheet?**

   *Answer: This information is available on our website, SedgwickCounty.org.*

5. **Who is the incumbent on this contract?**

   *Answer: Clean Harbors Environmental Services.*

6. **Can you provide us with copies of your outbound manifests for the last 6 months?**

   *Answer: No.*

7. **Can you please provide a better copy of pages 11 and 12?**

   *Answer: Yes, please see pdf attached.*
8. On the Scope of Work, page 4, Item 10 reads in part: “Unknown's analysis and pre-transport fingerprinting will be the responsibility of the contractor.” Do you expect that the contractor will provide a chemist to come to the site and perform analysis of unknown materials collected at your site? Can you provide an example of a time where the contractor would perform unknowns’ analysis?

   Answer: This is a rarity for unknown chemicals usually illegally dumped that would require an analytical before transport.

9. Line 10 further reads: “Any supplemental profile sampling, testing or waste stream analysis will also be the responsibility of the contractor to pay for any shipping costs, repacking costs and disposal costs for any non-conforming wastes.” Can you provide examples of when the contractor would be required to pay for shipping, repacking and disposal costs for a non-conforming waste?

   Answer: This would only occur if your transport vehicle had an accident between our facility and your facility and required repacking and alternate shipping.

Firms interested in submitting a proposal must respond with complete information and deliver on or before 1:45 p.m. CST, Tuesday, February 11, 2020. Late proposals will not be accepted and will not receive consideration for final award.

“PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM ON THE PROPOSAL RESPONSE PAGE.”

Britt Rosencutter
Buyer
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